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QUESTIONS FOR THE NATIONAL SECURITY RESEARCH PROJECT 

The National Security Research Project is a policy 
research project concerned with the restructuring of the 
intelligence environment in South Africa. So far, the 
research has had three main thrusts: 

* Providing a critique of the existing national security 
structures, with an emphasis on the intelligence 
"family"; 

* Exploring options for control over the security 
structures in the interim period, and presenting these 
options to parties participating in negotiations at 
CODESA; 

* Exploring the prospects for accountability and control 
over the security establishment and the intelligence 
community in South Africa, under a future, 
democratically elected government. 

As the research has proceeded, it has become clear that 
there is a host of questions, other than those of 
accountability and control, that beg attention when 
examining the area of intelligence. The purpose of this 
document is to elaborate on the questions to be explored 
through the Project. They constitute the real questions 
whic~ will confront an intelligence service of a future, 
democratic political order. They are complex questions, 
and will require serious application before answers are 
found. But they do require answers - urgently. This 
research project, even if it does not provide answers, 
will insist that they receive the urgent attention of 
policy-makers, now and in the future. 

1. Understanding policy formulation 

The first task is to understand more clearly the process 
of policy formulation and the role of policy research 
therein. Understanding the various dimensions, models and ~, 
theories of policy research, and the micro-mechanics and 
dynamics of policy formulation to a sufficient degree, are 
important for the success of this project, because the 
research is intended to impact on policy formulation, and 
cannot do so if ignorant of the process of policy - making. 

2. The bureaucratic politics paradigm 

The bureaucratic politics model is a useful construct for 
understanding the process of national security 
decision-making. Through it, decision-makers are viewed as 
actors or players in a game of politics, promoting 
bureaucratic interests in competition for various stakes 
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and prizes. The bureaucratic politics school rejects the 
notion of a dichotomy between politics and administration, 
where politics is seen as the domain of the elected 
office-holder and policy-maker, whilst administration is 
seen as the domain of the professional public servant. 

The national security and intelligence apparatuses 
constitute part of the public bureaucracy in normal 
democratic pract~ce. Some of the following propositions or 
theses about bureaucratic politics, can be applied as 
easily to the intelligence "community". In some cases, 
though, given the peculiar role and nature of 
in te 11 igence, there are prob 1 ems"· in app 1 y ing them. 
However, what the propositions do serve to highlight, are 
the problems that arrise from the nature of bureaucratic 
politics. Research ihto intelligence policy-formulation 
will be well served by an understanding of bureaucratic 
politics in general. 

The main theses/propositions of the bureaucratic politics 
model have been stated by Kozak.(1988; .. ) 

In the section that follows, the essence of each 
proposition is stated, and then an attempt is made to 
apply it to the South African intelligence environment. 

a) Bureaucracy makes policy through the exercise of 
discretion. 

The essence of bureaucratic power is delegated power. 
Since it is not possible for legislation to anticipate 
every eventuality, bureaucracies often play the role of 
giving the finishing touches to policy, interpreting it in 
a particular manner. 

This has certainly been the case with the South African 
intelligence "family" where the intelligence agencies have 
enjoyed vast discretionary powers. The question that 
arises, is: whose interests does it serve to allow the 
exercise of such discretion in the case of intelligence, 
and why? Are measures needed to curb the discretionary 
powers of the intelligence agencies, or given their 
sensitive role, should such powers be acceptable? 

b) Bureaucrats/bureaucracy are driven by agency interests. 

Bureaucracies do not have a constituency to which they are 
accountable and instead pursue the interests of their own 
agencies (often with little regard for public opinion, or 
that which constitutes sensible political judgment). 

Once again, the South African experience has been that the 
various arms of the intelligence service have so jealously 
promoted their own interests, that rivalries and 



competition with other intelligence agencies have set in. 
In the context of a democratic government, would this be 
a desirable tendency (eg would competition/rivalry 
improve the quality of intelligence) or not? 

c) Agencies and bureaucracies are involved in an incessant 
competition, struggling for various stakes and prizes. 

This proposition is related ta the previous one. It is 
expansion of influence, resources, acknowledgement and 
praise, that all bureaucracies seek to accrue. In relation 
to intelligence, it is useful to see the struggle taking 
place not only between arms of the intelligence "family", 
but also between intelligeence and other departments of 
state. Eg the foreign affairs, or economics and planning, 
or any other department, might be a powerful contender for 
influencing the policy formulation process. Often, 
intelligence, whilst it possesses information ( at other 
times because it does not possess it) will find itself 
marginalised, whilst other state departments may find 
themselves in powerful roles in formulating policy. 

d) Competition produces a common intra-agency bureaucratic 
culture. and patterned role playing. 

There is a tendency within bureaucracies for positions 
taken to be influenced by facctors extraneous to the issues 
at hand; in short, influenced by where a person sits in 
the bureaucracy. This could be how distant from or close 
to one is from the seat of power, how precarious a post 
held is, or what aspirations an individual has. Falling 
prey to subjectivity is common in all bureaucratic 
structures. The net effect is that dissenting voices are 
elbowed out, so the preferred option to most, is to echo 
as closely as possible the generally accepted line on 
matters. 

e) Certain resources and strategies are associated with 
successful bureaucratic politics. 

The bureaucratic structures which are most successful in 
their field and make the greatest impact, are those which 
have at least the following qualities. Others tend to find 
themselves frustrated and overshadowed. The qualities are: 

i) a socially appreciated expertise 
ii) the support of the bureaucracy's clientele and 
constituency groups 
iii) good leadership 
iv) organisational vitality and energy 

An intelligence service of the future will have to possess 
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these qualities if it does not want to be overshadowed by 
other state departments. 

f) Policy made in the arena of bureaucratic politics is 
characterised by bargaining, accommodation and compromise. 

There is usually a host of bureaucratic structures trying 
to influence the policy formulation process. Policy makers 
tend to study an9 accommodate all the options and cases 
coming from different arms of the bureaucracy. The policy 
decision is influenced by all these inputs and is usually 
some kind of compromise to ensure that all the relevant 
arms of the bureaucracy are carried along when the final 
decision is taken. 

In terms of this proposition, intelligence has no special 
status, and must work just as hard as other arms of the 
bureaucracy if it hopes to influence policy. 

g) Bureaucratic politics involves strong political ties ta 
clientele groups. 

Bureaucracies do not act in a vacuum, but tend to develop 
strong political ties with those groups whom they hope to 
influence, or who have an objective interest in their area 
of specialisation. These groups may be those both in$ide 
and outside of government. Intelligence agencies too, 
reaches out to those interest groups who have an interest 
in the.i r product ( eg academics, the media, business, etc) 
and tend to develop strong political ties with these 
groups. 

h) Bureaucrats play politics as they interact with 
political institutions. 

Bureaucrats use various ploys in advancing their agency 
interests and in achieving the competitive edge over 
others. Some ploys include these: 
Telling the policy-makers only what is necessary to 
persuade them; 
Presenting a favoured option with two obviously unworkable 
options; 
Never agreeing to any option which might compromise their 
own; 
Always predicting the consequences of not adopting their 
own alternative(s) in terms of the worst case; 
Keeping issues away from the policy-makers. 

There is a danger of intelligence agencies falling prey to 
these practices. Given the vital nature of inntelligence 
information, it may well be wise to consider how to 
obviate the consequences of such abuses of information. 
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i) Executive processes essentially involve efforts to 
coordinate, integrate and synthesize bureaucratic 
politics. 

From the point of view of the executive, the monumental 
task faced, is to coordinate the process of policy 
formulation, taking into account a variety of bureaucratic 
inputs. In this milieu~ intelligence is just one actor, 
albeit an important one. It should come as na surprise 
when the intelligence input is not given the status it 
(,J:-:p1:':!cts CJ1·- l,opes; fc.,1,··. 

j) Proposals for organisational ~hange and reform are 
politically motivated. 

Pr-uposc:.'l l £,; ·for· orgc,1n i ~;i::1 ti on i::1 l c:hang t-~ q t~e__rif•?ve1--· simply 
technical in nature and motivation. They have ta do with 
the ordering or pri.orities, maintenance Dr challenging of 
:i.n·fluenc:r:~ ,,-E,fo1-mt1lc~l:.:i.on u-f uuals i::1nd d:i.1--·,,2ction ,'ilncl other
questions which are essentially political. This certainly 
:i.~:i dppa1··t-2•nt :i.n thr-:! c.-:.71~;;;<2 o-1' thf.-? H{l <~Juv·c•t··nmf.~nt' s ;;,iltEimpt;,; to 
1---e~;;t1---uc:tu1' .. F:! thE· i;;;t.E1t.F!, bu1r·£,',::\UC::1' .. ic'lC::1/. Tl·1E• .i.ntF:l~F:;:;t.;,; of an cll"'ITI 
of the bureaucracy (eg intelligence) may be discernible 
t hr··ou1;i h t ht~ r·F:-f or· rn p r-o poi"'i::I ls; it ff1Ci ti• ... ,"" t F:;;;; f o 1·- • 

k) By its nature, bureaucratic politics raises profound 
questions concerning control, accountability, 
responsiveness and responsibility in a democratic society. 

This issue has received considerable attention in this 
l"'f?SE!Ellr•c:h pt"'Cij ,2ct . • ThEi quei;:;t . .ion J_;;:;, Ell"'f.·? th,? ffl(=.•c::han:i.!3ffl~,; c:; ·f 
control and accountability that have been proposed, 
wo 1'· k ab 1 E·'-,:> r-;n cJ ;,~ 1·-E· t h(JY ;;,,u it .-:,1 bl f:? tc, t h(cl !::>uu t 1--, (.:,-/" 1--- i c,:;\n 
environment where there is a high degree of political 
instability which is likel; to persi.st long beyond the 
achievement of a furmal political settlement)? 

There are a number of other questions about intelligence, 
~5Ciff1E', c;·f vihi. c:h de: 1··· :i. 'IE: in pi,\I' .. t f 1·-- 01n t hr~ bu r--t"ii,iU c::t-· i:.'I tic ~~ 

politics model, that will have ta be confronted by pol.icy 
makers under a democratic government. 

::::: • F((,~ l 6:1 t :i. un~:; 1·1 i p he t.l--'JE~<-:-:'r .. , n ;;,1 t :i. on E, l !,;e c::u 1--- it y ( pc; l i c:y ) ancl 
intelligence policy 

l··lu1•1 1·1.i.l] ''n-:,,t.iunc:11 s,;Ec!C::l..11'··ity'' hE:, dE•f:i.nec:I, ;:~nc::I 1·1hat 1·-ol.t::i 
will nc~l:..1.onc:11 sc,,•c: u,,- i.ty c:nn~;.i.de1' .. ,;:,t:i.01-ii,,, plo~y in t.h..:~ 
·f 01···,nu lat :i. or, crf .in tel l :i. qun cc· po J. i c:y<:• Cur, ···/f:,:1-1::;E:, I y :• t;J h,::d: , .. o l f2 

will intelligence play in the formulation of nati □nal 

security pDlic::y? What is the distinction between the two, 
and what is the relationship? 



LI. I\Jatir.m,al interests and intelligence 

Is there !:.Uc:h i:, thinq c,,s a homuqr.-?n<,,ou!:; ''n,,:1tinnal inte1--E-~i;;t'' 
(even from the point of view of the state)? In the 
immerli.E1l.l,i tE~1,·m, unclE•I'- an ''ir-.t.E11·-:i.m'' qovr.01" .. nrr,t-:int, i::'1nd .i.n the 
longf21·- tf.?rff,, vi :i. 11 it ht:? -..1,,:,l:i.c::l to tc:1lk o ·f !:l.<7.=\.tion,,,,1 rc,ec:ur .. :i.ty 
,,~nd n_;,:,tioni:':11 :i.nt.E•i' .. ,,;st'? .:lu!.;;t v-ihu!,-,Ei intE11'-·E11,;ts; Hi 11 b;a 
promoted? And what implications does this have for the 
objective role the intelligence agencies are supposed to 
play? 

~.'.i. l•Jhat c1rE· t.hG1 implic::E1tions; of ''nr..?1t-1 i•JCJl'-lc:l t .h:i.nk.i.nq'' cln 
nat.ion.c1l SF..!C:ut-it.y, 'for· intf?l l.i.qf:::nC:E'"·mat:.tE•r-~;; ? l•Jhat bf,?ar-inq 
doc1s ''nE'i•J 1•1or·ld thinking'' on ne:1t:i.on.;::1l S',F,•cu,,·it.y, hc:1ve on 
intelligence in the Third W□ rlc:l? 

6. Where does intelligence fit into the political 
strategising and decision-making process? Should it be 
directly involved or should it maintain a safe distance a s 
an advisor? What implications does this have far political 
bias? Should intelligence be politically nan-partisan? It 
so, how can this be effected? 

7. How can intelligence be politically non-partisan, 
whilst at the same time, serve the interests of a 
particular government? ls this not a contradiction in 
terms? Concretely, what should be the relationship between 
the elected political structures 2 nd the intelligence 
service? Should intelligence workers be actively involved 
in party politics? Should they be allowed t□ hold public 
of·f ice? 

8. Is secrecy compatible with democracy? How can a balance 
be achieved between the two? 

9. Why should the nati.onal intelligence function reside 
within a civilian agency? What is the r □ le uf the other 
specialised intelligence agencies , particular!/ those 
attached to the security services, viz the police, the 
army, the n~vy, the air force, etc? I s fragmentation cf 
t. hr.::! .i 1·1 tEi .l. l i q (::ii"• C:E: s;.u l''V :i. i.::c,•!:, i"1 cl c;·:.:; :i. , .... d l::i l ci DI'" ur1 d E!i,; :i. 1··· ,::, l::i l <-:': 

feature? How is coordination i:':lnd rationalisation between 
o':I J. l t J· ·1(::,~,iCi i:'.'< l'" fii ::'i t<J bE1 Ei f ·f El C: t <-:-~d •";:• 

lO. E:;huulcl intf,1l l.i.(JE?nct-:1 rJE1th+7:!r· inq hi,:.. v e: a dumr~!:";t:i.c ol'
fcreign 'focus, taking int.CJ account that in most Third 
L•Jo1r• Jd ~,;ett:i.ng-::; , ffli::1l"ly :i."f not rno ·'.:;t th1··· E•ciltS to ''nc.:1t:i.on,,1l" 
security are internal/domestic and do not come from 
foreign countries? 

11. What should be the role of private citizens and 
institutions in the intelligence gathering process? 
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Whc:, t method_o_l .. oqy _____ ?_ 

Spelling out the questions about a future intelligence 
policy is only the beginning. Finding the ans~ers will be 
the end. But to move even one step towards finding the 
ans\.-Jt11·-s, tht?~ ,,,ppl'""Cipr·:i.;;,t.F: tuul!;;; \I-Jill l·,avE~ to be ·found. The~ 
exploration for an appropriate methodology has only just 
bequn. 

It would be useful to get a sense of how South African 
policymakers, concerned with the field of intelligence, 
see the issues. The questions that are outlined above have 
at least been reflected in the d~bates of some 
participants in the current process □ f political 
negotiations. They are also issues that intelligence 
services abroad, and ~cademics in intelligence studies 
have found themselves asking in recent times. At least, 
they seem to be the right questions at the right time. 

What is also very clear, is that policy research, if it is 
to be of any use, must pose real and relevant questions~ 
take innto account the real situation, and be conducted for 
real political actors. This allows the policy researcher 
to ns~.5ei::i!::, 1,Jhc?th(21'"" hc,1r·/l·1:i.s 1··c-is,;e::•Ell'""C:h :i.!::i !,;t:i. J. l .;~cld1···H!,i;<;:;;i.n(_J 
real needs and concerns, □ r whether it is slipping into a 
fruitless exercise. 

It is necessary to have an understanding of models of 
r,t1 l i .i c:y ·f [j l'"'iT"ll..l 1 C:-\ t. :i. C:)r·1 .. ·r , ... 1(-;7: II b\J 1·WE)~·:·~l.l Ct· .. i:;\ ti C: pcJ l it i c::~~- II lliC,d E•]. :i. ~::; C":\ 

useful case in point, but by no means the only one, and an 
ongoing exploration for useful models will enhance the 
quality of the research. 

T hE? 1·-·Ei ;,:,. r--E• !::;Eiv,~ ,, .. ,;:,. l c:nn c~? pt!'", D f v-J h :i. ch .;,, n u n d E• 1.-··s;; tan cl in CJ 

( i1·1c:lud:i.1·iq a t1•-;,,,c:in1J o·f thE'•iv·· h.i!::,t.01'"":i.c:dl 01,·.i.<J:i.n~:;. 2",nd 
development) would be of benefit to the research project. 
The;• con c:E::1,--n ;,,,bout '' n E, ti cJn,::, l !::,E: c::u 1.-·· it y '' ,c,n d '' r·, at :i. un,,;, l 
in t1,C?1···<·?!;;;t!::,'' f:,UCJ<;Jfi-!,,ti,; thdt a i;;,tud/ u·f nc:,tionhDod bcith .in it!::; .
European and (distorted) Third World c:ontex~w□uld held ta_, 
arrive at a more adequate accc:;unt of the interests tha~ 
are served by various government policies. In periods of 
political. transition, where contending political entities 
ca1'-1···y intu tl·it:,: p1···ci!::;c,r·1t. ;,:.nd ·futu1···c: dc-o,c•pl y ,, .. ontE•cl notic:;ns.; ot 
who they are and where they come from this suqgests an 
.inevitability □ f political clashes. Yet the processes □ f 

natiun-bu:i.lclinq ;::1.1,--c; c:,nqo:i.nu ,,-..nd dynamic!, and nc,,tic:JnaJ 
reconciliation is a social and political phenomenon which 
has had relative success in a number of contexts. All 
thc:Ef:? :i.!,,~::ut?~!::, about th.:'! na_tiun_ could f::r·,h;;,1nc:e ou1--· 
understanding of the dynamics □ f national security. 

DthPI'" c:nnc::t:Jpt!::; it lrJDUld ib.:;: l.l~:iE:ful tu ~,tuc:ly in a si.mi.la1r 
manner are public accountability and social contract, 
democracy, including freedom of information, and lastly, 



the question of secrecy in government, and how it has been 
treated over the years. 

A word of caution. No doubt much can be learnt from early 
political philosophers· troatment of these questions. But 
it is the current period with which we are concerned~ with 
all the new dimensions of a mociern age. Thus we must look 
for lessons in the concrete experiences of today, 
including the experiences of other countries. Where there 
are no concrete experiences, innovation and creativity 
will be required. 

The interrelationship between theory and practice is of 
paramount importance in the process of policy formulation. 
It is to be hoped that intelligence does not become the 
d omi::1 in u f a !:'.;ma 11 , un a c coun t,,1 bl£'~ <J ,-nu p n f El:•: p.21··· ts :i. n thF.;;o 
future. There should be a healthy degree of interaction 
between intelligence practitioners and theoreticians, 
particularly independent academics who rigorously 
criticise shortcomings in the system. More importantly, 
there should be public accountability, and a balance 
should be ensured of public control and participation in 
influencing national security and intelligence policy 
formulation, whilst advancing intelligence priorities and 
con cet··ns. 

l<o2·dk~ D. ''Th(':.;• Bui---·t:-:•c,uc:r··i,~t.ic F'c:)liti.cf; P.pp,~DE1ch: The 
Evciluti.on o-J' thE1 F'a,···;;;c:l:i.qm'' ir·1 l<uz.,:,k:, D ,,-=ind V:Eic:,ql<·?, M edi,:i 
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